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Kotak Mahindra Bank (KMBL) and its
subsidiary companies are fully compliant
with the regulatory requirement to spend
2% of PBT (calculated as per applicable law)
on Corporate Social responsibility projects.
Please refer to the Director’s Report for more
details. Similarly, the Annual disclosures of
our relevant subsidiary companies contain the
details of their CSR projects respectively.

We are cognisant of the critical role we can play in creating a positive impact
in the lives of communities through financial inclusion efforts and Corporate
Social Responsibility (CSR) initiatives.

KOTAK MAHINDRA GROUP’S KEY
CSR PROJECTS 41
The CSR projects in FY 2021-22 had been
implemented directly and through partner
organisations, which have a proven track
record. Please refer to the Bank’s website
for more details on CSR Projects at https://
www.kotak.com/en/about-us/corporateresponsibility.html. Similarly, details of CSR
Projects of subsidiaries are available on
their websites.

Kotak Mahindra Group’s CSR expenditure
for FY 2021-22

Education and livelihood
Healthcare

₹226 cr

Total CSR expenditure
(Group)

Material topic(s) covered

Community
well-being
Promoting
financial inclusion
Capital Linkage

Social and Relationship
Capital
Impact on SDGs

Relief and rehabilitation

Kotak’s CSR projects
are designed to bring
about meaningful
and measurable
social impact, and
are in line with United
Nations Sustainable
Development Goals
(UN SDGs).

 nvironment and sustainable
E
development

Kotak Mahindra Bank’s CSR expenditure
for FY 2021-22

73%

Education and livelihood

14%

Healthcare

10%

Relief and rehabilitation

3%

For FY 2021-22, the mandated CSR
expenditure for the Group was
`225.7 crore and the actual CSR expenditure
was `226.0 crore. The breakdown of actual
CSR expenditure (excluding overheads)
towards various focus areas is depicted
above.

 nvironment and sustainable
E
development

5%
12%
5%

For FY 2021-22, the mandated CSR
expenditure for the Bank was `161.8
crore and the actual CSR expenditure was
`162.0 crore. The breakdown of actual CSR
expenditure (excluding overheads) towards
various focus areas is depicted above.
Further details of the Bank’s CSR projects
for FY 2021-22 can be found in the Director’s
Report.
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Kotak’s key CSR projects
RELIEF AND
REHABILITATION
In light of the second wave of
the COVID-19 pandemic which
disrupted the Indian communities
further, we continued strong
pandemic relief efforts, some
in collaboration with partner
organisations. In FY 2021-22,
we continued implementing
CSR projects on COVID-19 relief
to save lives and livelihood, by
facilitating ambulance services
and upgrading healthcare
infrastructure across the country.

Our employees participated in
relief and rehabilitation-related
volunteering activities, including
on-ground support for COVID-19
relief operations, such as ensuring
distribution of COVID-19 kits and
coordinating access to healthcare
infrastructure for communities.
Apart from initiatives taken
specifically for COVID-19, we
supported relief measures like
providing food and shelter to
communities impacted by floods
in Maharashtra, Tamil Nadu,
Karnataka, and Bihar.

EDUCATION AND LIVELIHOOD
WITH KOTAK MAHINDRA GROUP’S
PRIMARY CSR PARTNER, KOTAK
EDUCATION FOUNDATION

through hybrid models of intervention across
all its projects and managed to reach over
39,000 beneficiaries.

Kotak Education Foundation (KEF) is our
primary CSR partner to implement our CSR
interventions in the areas of education
and livelihood. KEF supports children and
youth from underprivileged families through
different education and livelihood-based
interventions. The COVID-19 (second and
third wave) led to repeated closure of schools
and other academic institutions for major
part of the academic year 2021-22. The lack
of access to digital facilities had significant
impact on the students from underprivileged
backgrounds. KEF adapted to the challenges

KEY CSR PROJECTS WITH KEF
Digital Learning Solutions (DLS)
In FY 2020-21, Kotak Mahindra Bank with
KEF launched Project Digital Learning
Solutions (DLS) with an aim to improve
learning outcomes in KEF partner schools
by providing digital support to teachers and
students. Lack of access to digital devices
during the pandemic led to students being
left outside the ambit of the education
system. Further, teachers also often lacked
access to digital devices restricting them
from facilitating online classes. Through the
DLS initiative, teachers and students were
provided tablets pre-loaded with grade 10th
content.
Project Excel
Project Excel is a collaborative ongoing
CSR Project being funded by our Group
companies and implemented by KEF. The
CSR Project has three distinct offerings
– 10+, 12+ and Kotak Kanya Scholarship
(KKS). The 10+ scholarship is provided to
select meritorious students pursuing senior
secondary (11th/12th) while 12+ scholarship
is provided to meritorious students pursuing
graduation.
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Distribution of COVID-19 kits

Kotak Shiksha Nidhi (KSN)
KSN is a collaborative ongoing CSR Project
on Education and Livelihood being funded
by Group companies and implemented by
KEF. KSN was launched in FY 2021-22 to
provide financial assistance to students
who have lost a parent or a primary earning
family member to COVID-19 to continue their
education.

Youth4Jobs (Y4J)
Under our ongoing CSR project with Y4J, being
implemented across three financial years (from
FY 2021-22 to FY 2024-25), Y4J is developing
SwarajAbility, India’s first AI-enabled jobs
platform for differently-abled persons.

Kotak partnered with IISc to establish an AI-ML centre

EDUCATION AND LIVELIHOOD
INITIATIVES WITH OTHER PARTNER
ORGANISATIONS
Indian Institute of Science (IISc)
As part of our ongoing CSR project (from FY
2021-22 to FY 2024-25), we have partnered
with IISc to establish an AI-ML (artificial
intelligence-machine learning) centre at their
campus in Bengaluru. The Centre will offer
graduation, post-graduation, and short-term
courses, while also promoting research
and innovation. The project will enable
development of a talent pool from across the
country to provide cutting-edge solutions
to meet industry’s emerging and future
requirements.

Pratham Education Foundation (Pratham)
Various companies of our Group have
partnered with Pratham to train youth from
disadvantaged backgrounds across multiple
areas including healthcare, construction,
entrepreneurship, and hospitality.
Khan Academy India (KAI)
Under our ongoing CSR Project with KAI
(from FY 2021-22 to FY 2022-23), KAI is
working towards developing science content
for grades 9th to 12th and making it available
to students across India.
Indian Institute of Management,
Bengaluru (IIMB)
In FY 2021-22, we partnered with IIMB to
launch Women Start-up Programme (WSP)
as an ongoing project to be implemented
across three financial years (from FY
2021-22 to FY 2023-24). WSP aims to
support ambitious and innovative women
entrepreneurs by enabling them to transform
their ideas into business ventures. It is
designed to focus on the enhancement of
the entrepreneurial and managerial skills
of women leading early and ideation stage
ventures.

Society of Parents of Children with Autistic
Disorders (SOPAN)
KMBL partnered with SOPAN to construct
SHANAY, an Autism Resource Centre under its
ongoing CSR project of FY 2020-21. While the
Centre was inaugurated in December 2021, the
CSR project has been extended to FY 2022-23
as some capex related items are pending as on
31st March, 2022. In FY 2021-22, we initiated
a fresh CSR Project with SOPAN, which is
being implemented through FY 2021-22 and
FY 2022-23 for operating the Autism Resource
Centre. Currently, children with special needs
are offered educational, psychological, and
therapeutic services at the Centre.

SHANAY was constructed through a
collaborative effort of KMBL and SOPAN
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Wockhardt Foundation
Three Group companies Kotak Mahindra
Bank, KMPL and KLI have separately
partnered with Wockhardt Foundation for
their respective ongoing CSR Projects to
provide primary medical services through
36 Mobile Medicare Units to underprivileged
sections of the urban population in large
cities like Chennai, Kolkata, Hyderabad,
Surat, Ahmedabad, Jalandhar, etc.

Nature Forever Society (NFS)
The NFS was founded by Mohammed
Dilawar (Sparrow Man) in 2009. In FY 202021, we partnered with NFS to develop phase
I of Nectar and Biodiversity Park at Sanjay
Gandhi National Park, Borivali. The CSR
project was completed in FY 2021-22 with
completion of phase I activities. Under our
new ongoing CSR project with NFS we are
developing phase II of the Biodiversity Park.

ENVIRONMENT AND SUSTAINABLE
DEVELOPMENT

SPORTS

We are enhancing our CSR footprint in the
environment and sustainability domain.
The current focus of CSR initiatives is to
reduce energy consumption, encourage
greener energy solutions and biodiversity
conservation.
Kotak’s Mobile Medicare Units (MMU) program with Wockhardt Foundation

HEALTHCARE
Medical Vans/Ambulances for various
hospitals / NGOs
We partnered with seven different charitable
hospitals in the states of West Bengal,
Gujarat, Maharashtra, and Telangana
under five separate CSR projects to provide
eight equipped medical vans. We provided
ambulance to NGO PRAWES in Indore to
address healthcare problems of destitution
and beggars in the city. We also provided an
ambulance to New Civil hospital in Surat.
Additionally, KMAMC provided an equipped
medical emergency Van to Rotary Club of
the Nilgiris to provide services to people of
Conoor district.
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Parivaar Education Society (Parivaar)
KMAMC partnered with Parivaar to address
healthcare requirements in five districts of
Madhya Pradesh. Under KMAMC’s ongoing
CSR project with Parivaar, which is being
implemented across two financial years
(from FY 2021-22 to FY 2022-23), Parivaar
will work towards improving access to
healthcare services in the tribal areas of
Madhya Pradesh.
CanKids...KidsCan
In FY 2020-21, KMBL partnered with
CanKids for ongoing CSR project which is
being implemented across three financial
years (from FY 2020-21 to FY 2022-23), to
provide medical assistance to patients and
support their families by facilitating lodging
during the treatment period.

In FY 2021-22, Cankids operated five ‘Home
Away from Home’ centres. In FY 2021-22,
KLI and KSL separately partnered with
Cankids to provide support through hospital
intervention programme to patients.

Kotak believes its
business is only as
sustainable as the
communities in which it
operates. The Group’s
community investment
prioritises emphasis
areas, where it can make
a substantial difference.

Indian Institute of Technology, Madras
(IITM)
Under our ongoing three CSR projects with
IITM being implemented across two financial
years (from FY 2021-22 to FY‑2023‑24), ʻIITM
Kotak Save Energy Mission’ will establish five
centres across India with an aim to improve
energy efficiency and performance of MSMEs
by conducting energy audits and encouraging
adoption of various energy conservation
measures.

We have partnered with leading sportsmen
and sports focused institutions in India to
upgrade sports infrastructure as well as to
provide quality training and care to budding
athletes focusing on Olympic sports.
Pullela Gopichand Badminton Foundation
(PGBF)
In FY 2020-21, under our ongoing CSR
project with PGBF, KMBL initiated
development of a world class badminton
training facility in Hyderabad. The facility
will have six air-conditioned badminton
courts, a residential block for athletes, a
swimming pool, a jogging track and a sports
science centre. In FY 2021-22, we supported
the PGBF to continue development of the
badminton training facility. The facility is
expected to be ready in FY 2022-23.

Inspire Institute of Sport (IIS)
Under our CSR project with IIS, which was
implemented over 18 months (from 1st
October, 2020 to 31st March, 2022), IIS
provided world-class training environment
for aspiring wrestlers and boxers, some
of whom also participated in the Tokyo
Olympics.

FINANCIAL LITERACY AND
INVESTOR EDUCATION
Besides our CSR projects, we also undertake
financial literacy and inclusion programmes
to positively impact our communities through
our business activities. A brief overview
of these thrust areas has been elucidated
below.
Financial literacy is a step towards educating
customers for effective usage of banking
services, which will help underserved
segments of our economy to move into the
formal banked economy. To spread financial
literacy as per regulatory guidelines, we
organise financial literacy camps through
our rural branches. During FY 2021-22,
we conducted 1,148 such camps. We also
regularly conduct various digital campaigns
to educate customers.
In FY 2021-22, KMAMC conducted various
investor education seminars and a large
campaign to make investors familiar with
fund categories. For instance, a seminar
focused on ‘Balanced Advantage Funds’ was
conducted with an intent of helping investors
take a step towards investing in equity funds
and understanding asset allocation.
As part of KGI’s insurance awareness
programme, insurance education is actively
promoted across social media channels. Two
districts (Palamu in Jharkhand and Rajgarh
in Madhya Pradesh) have been adopted as
part of insurance awareness programme to
promote insurance education.
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Our FI strategy rests upon two key focus
areas:
Participation in Government schemes
Under this area, we drive the distribution of
multiple government lending schemes and
delivery of services under other government
obligations, such as Aadhaar Seva Kendras
and customer service points for beneficiaries
of basic savings accounts and Mahatma
Gandhi NREGA scheme.
Aadhaar on Wheels

»
»

FINANCIAL INCLUSION (FI)42
We, at Kotak Mahindra Bank, continuously
strive to make our products and services
accessible to the under banked segments of
society. During FY 2021-22, our FI function,
which was earlier a part of our consumer
bank, was carved out as an independently
focused horizontal function to give a greater
thrust to the FI strategy.

»
»

»

»

»

Participation in government promoted
schemes like Aadhaar and micro-ATM
enabled payment systems
Strengthening microfinance lending
solutions
PM Mudra Scheme: During FY 2021-22
we disbursed over `965 crore by providing
micro enterprises loans for up to `10 lakh
Pradhan Mantri Awas Yojana (PMAY): We
disbursed `890 crore in FY 2021-22 to
bolster infrastructure growth and provide
Economically Weaker Section (EWS),
Lower Income Group (LIG) and Middle
Income Group (MIG) access to affordable
housing
PM Agri Infrastructure Scheme: We
also disbursed `272 crore to develop
agriculture, especially at the
post-harvest stage

»

Other government schemes: We also
actively disbursed loans under PM
Stand Up India a scheme which provides
entrepreneurship support to women and
scheduled caste (SC) and scheduled tribe
(ST) communities. We also provide loans
under the PM SVANidhi scheme, which
supports street vendors with working
capital loans
Atal Pension Yojana (APY) scheme:
The scheme aims at providing financial
stability to the unorganised sector after
retirement with pension amount of `1,000
to `5,000 per month. As on 31st March,
2022, we had a total of 22,731 APY
subscriptions out of which, 9,650 were
sourced during FY 2021-22. Out of these,
75 percent were sourced using the new
APY Mobile banking application which
was launched in October 2021
Pradhan Mantri Jeevan Jyoti Yojana
(PMJJBY) and Pradhan Mantri Suraksha
Bima Yojana (PMSBY): We also continued
to offer PMJJBY and PMSBY schemes
which were launched in FY 2015-16 with
an objective to provide life insurance and
accident insurance benefits up to `2 lakh
respectively

In FY 2021-22, we received approval from UIDAI to set up ‘Aadhaar on Wheels’
(AOW), a mobile network to offer Aadhaar enrolment and update facilities at
the customer’s doorstep.
We set up camps in housing societies, educational institutions, office
premises, etc. providing an easy option to avail of this service at the
customer’s convenience. As of 31st March, 2022, we have deployed three such
vans at Pune, Surat, and Mumbai, and have fulfilled a total of 4,074 Aadhaar
update and enrolment transactions.

42GRI
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Our premises host Aadhaar service centres
for enrolment and updation services. As of
31st March, 2022 we had 160 such at select
locations across India.

traditional products, such as savings
accounts, term deposits, property loans,
vehicle loans and insurance to these
segments of customers.

Expansion of distribution network of
business correspondents (BC)
This focus area involves expanding
our distribution footprint through BSS
Microfinance’s BC services and collaboration
with other corporate BC networks.

We have commenced the process of
deepening our distribution beyond
branches by setting up BC outlets in
geographical circles around its city and
town locations to enhance the reach of
select banking services. This network of
BC outlets are proposed to be linked to
agricultural supply chains, such as milk,
or as independent outlets to augment the
extended geographical territory around the
Bank’s existing branch and ATM network.

BSS Microfinance provides microfinance
loans and is expanding its distribution
network to multiple states as a part of
our growth plan for microfinance lending.
Leveraging the growing reach of BSS
Microfinance, we are also extending our

In FY 2021-22, we piloted banking services for
milk supply chains in village clusters across
Gujarat and Punjab, and opened over 2,400
saving accounts

PRIORITY SECTOR LENDING
We continue to grow our advances
towards PSL in each of our
business verticals. We continue
to build our PSL advances in
businesses such as SME lending,
tractor financing, agri-SMEs,
microfinance and on-lending to
NBFCs for their PSL advances.
Apart from being a commercially
viable business, such PSL
advances support small and
marginal farmers, weaker sections
of society (as defined by RBI),
women borrowers and microenterprises, thus, enabling last-mile
financial access.

We will leverage technological solutions such
as opening Aadhar-based savings account
through biometric verification, Aadharenabled payment services and micro-ATM
machines to expand the reach of our
financial services far beyond the confines of
our physical branch and ATM network.

Aadhaar on Wheels

In FY 2021-22, our priority sector
lending (including purchase and
sale of priority sector lending
certificates) was around 44%
of the applicable adjusted net
banking advances (prior to district
weightage adjustments) for the
year. We crossed the achievement
of regulatory targets for PSL, not
just on an overall basis, but also
in each of the categories and subcategories viz. small and marginal
farmers (SMF), total individual
farmers, total agricultural lending,
micro-SME lending and lending to
weaker sections of society.

